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Superlatives
Early Bird Award
Most likely to be up and posting to a channel before the sun

Kara Galvin & Monica Wittstock
Night Owl Award

Routinely appearing as “active” during the oddest hours of the night

Lizzy Beghelli
Pun-dit Award
Most likely to respond to any message with a pun
Mark Cohen
Netflix Navigator Award
Most likely to have seen and rated everything on Netflix

Maddie Mercil
Photog Award
Shares the best photos
Hallie Prest
Giphy Award
Most likely to respond with the perfect GIF

Andy Lamp
Proud Pet Parent Award

Shares the best pet pics and has special appearances of their pets during Zoom calls

Karen Lundquist
Thread Bearer Award
Most likely to politely remind people to reply in a thread

Olivia Kurtz
Muted Award
Most likely to talk while muted

Mark Cohen, Vic Garces & Erin Keyes
Multi-Monitor Award

Most likely to be looking at the wrong screen when talking

Nubia Esparza
Reporting-To-You-Live Award
Least likely to join a meeting from their desk

Kara Galvin & Noelle Noonan
Coffee Fan Award
Most likely to always sign onto a Zoom call with coffee in hand
Abby Loyd
Top Chef Award
Most likely to talk about tasty recipes they’ve enjoyed, share restaurant recommendations or is simply a foodie at heart

Olivia Kurtz
Bucket Filler Award

Most likely to make your day brighter by saying something nice

Elliott Gore
Action! Award
Most likely to be asked to record a video
Dean Jenkins
Product Paragon Award
Most likely to have an answer to any product-related question

Randy Barrett
Cool Under Pressure Award
Most likely to stay level-headed no matter what’s happening
Amanda Furst
Chaos Coraller Award

Routinely turns everyone’s craziest ideas into workable plans

ALL Minnesota Law faculty and staff this year
Team Scribe Award
Most likely to volunteer to take and share meeting notes
Sue Minor
Plant Person Award
Most likely to have a growing collection of houseplants
Alison Plavin
I’ll send you a Google Doc Award

Most likely to create the longest Google Doc or reply with a Google doc

Erin Keyes
Commuter Award

Most likely to be in the office during remote work

Garrett Howe, Robin Ingli, Bill McGeeveran & Mike Twu
Zooming All Day Award
Most elaborate Zoom set-up

Randy Barrett & Chris Turoski
Zoom Whiz Award
Most impressive Zoom skills

Alison Plavin and Simona Suen & Law IT
COVID Hair
Don’t Care Award
Most likely to grow their hair throughout a pandemic

Dan Schwarcz
& Chris Soper
Migration Award
Most likely to be in a different location for each Zoom call

Bill McGeveran
Overboard Award
Most likely to create an original song and video to recognize others

Scott Dewey
King Arthur Award
Most likely to know very obscure facts about Medieval History
Ryan Greenwood
Nature Lover Award
Most likely to be working outside during a meeting

Ally Hilding & Angie Tanner
Thank you for joining us
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